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Nonlinear smoothing and unconditional uniqueness for the
Benjamin-Ono equation in weighted Sobolev spaces
Simão Correia
Abstract
We consider the Benjamin-Ono equation on the real line for initial data in weighted Sobolev spaces.
After the application of the gauge transform, the flow is shown to be Lipschitz continuous and to present
a nonlinear smoothing effect. As a consequence, unconditional uniqueness for the Benjamin-Ono equation
is proved.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we consider the Benjamin-Ono equation on the real line,
Btu`HB
2
xu “ Bxpu
2q, pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ R, (1.1)
where H denotes the Hilbert transform, defined through the Fourier transform as
yHfpξq “ ´i sgnpξqfˆpξq, ξ P R.
The Benjamin-Ono equation models the propagation of unidirectional deep water waves [2, 30]. As a nonlinear
dispersive equation, it is nonlocal, completely integrable and the nonlinear term presents a loss of derivative.
In fact, since the linear dispersion effects are quite weak, one cannot handle the nonlinearity perturbatively in
order to prove local well-posedness results for initial data u0 P H
spRq. This was proven rigorously by Molinet,
Saut and Tzvetkov [28] and improved by Koch and Tzvetkov [24]: the flow map is shown not to be C2 for
s P R, or even uniformly continuous for s ą 0.
A first step in the local well-posedness theory was given by Iorio [17] for s ą 3{2. Several refinements
ensued: Ponce [31] for s “ 3{2, Koch-Tzevtkov [23] for s ą 5{4 and Kenig-Koenig [19] for s ą 9{8. Later,
using a variant of the Hopf-Cole transform (connected to the Burgers equation),
w „
1
2i
ue´iB
´1
x
u,
Tao [32] noticed that the worst interactions in the nonlinearity disappear, allowing for a rather direct proof
of local well-posedness in H1pRq. The method was later improved by Burq-Planchon [5] for s ą 1{4 and by
Ionescu-Kenig [16] for s ě 0 (later revisited by Molinet-Pilod [29] and by Ifrim-Tataru [15]). One of the main
difficulties is the transfer of bounds from u to w (and vice-versa), which has been handled either through
paralinearization or by decomposing the solution into low and high frequencies. It is worth mentioning that in
[15], the authors prove the local well-posedness in the weighted space L2pp1` x2qdxq (see also [9]). Finally, in
[29], the solution is shown to be unique for s ą 1{4, while conditional uniqueness (that is, under the assumption
that the solution belongs to some auxiliary space) holds in the class L8pp0, T q, HspRqq X L4pp0, T q,W s,4pRqq
for s ą 0. In the periodic case, unconditional uniqueness has been proven in [21] for s ą 1{6.
The main problem we wish to study in the context of the Benjamin-Ono equation is the nonlinear smoothing
phenomena: the difference between the nonlinear and the free evolutions starting from the same initial data
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is in fact smoother than the initial data. For generic dispersive equations of the form ut ` iLpDqu “ Npuq,
one aims to derive the estimate
}uptq ´ e´itLpDqu0}L8pHs`ǫpRqq ď Cpt, }u}L8pp0,tq,HspRqqq.
This feature has been initially discovered by Bona and Saut [3] in the context of generalized KdV equations and
extended to many other contexts (see [1, 4, 7, 8, 20, 27], among others), by using either maximal estimates,
Bourgain spaces or integration by parts in the time variable. Recently, the author and Silva [6] derived a
unifying strategy, based on the infinite normal form reduction (INFR), to prove this phenomena for general
dispersive equations and applied it to several classical examples, such as the Korteweg-de Vries and the
modified Zakharov-Kuznetsov equations. In the context of the Benjamin-Ono equation on the real line, there
are no results concerning this property (see [14] for a smoothing effect outside of the origin under high
regularity and decay assumptions).
The INFR has been introduced in [13, 25, 26]. The main idea is to consider the profile of a solution u,
u˜ptq “ e´itLpDquptq, whose equation concentrates all the dispersive information in an oscillatory integral. By
integrating by parts in time (an idea used in [1] and [8]), one expects to gain some regularity (coming from the
phase function) at the expense of having time derivatives in the nonlinearity, which, upon replacement, yield
higher-order terms. Afterwards, one may integrate by parts once again, for as many times as one so desires.
The INFR is simply the formal construction of an infinite iteration of this argument.
Evidently, if the phase is stationary in time, the argument is not as direct, requiring a decoupling into
resonant and nonresonant parts. This is reminiscent of the space-time resonances methodology presented in
[11, 12]. The main difference in their argument is the use of vector-fields to deal with time resonances, while
the INFR uses the resonance condition as a restriction on the domain of the oscillatory integral. However,
as one may observe in [6] and in Section 4, the INFR analysis ultimately hinges on the study of space-time
resonances. One may even argue that the INFR is both a refinement and a simplification of the method of
[11, 12].
The INFR method has also been used by Kishimoto in [21, 22] (see also [10]) to prove unconditional
uniqueness at low regularity. Indeed, the advantage of working with an infinite expansion in arbitrarily high-
order terms is that the analysis can be carried out without the use of any auxiliary space. Moreover, it is
worth pointing out that in all nonlinear smoothing results for one-dimensional dispersive equations presented
in [6] and in the present paper, the critical regularity for local well-posedness is reached. We believe this fact
is not random and further research into this matter is necessary.
As expected, we are unable to prove nonlinear smoothing directly for (1.1): a consequence of our methodol-
ogy is a Lipschitz continuity estimate for the flow, which would contradict [24]. We proceed as for the derivative
Schrödinger equation (see [6, 7]) and prove the phenomenon for the gauged version of (1.1), inspired in [21]
and [32]. Through the INFR, we are able to prove nonlinear smoothing and unconditional uniqueness for the
Benjamin-Ono equation in weighted Sobolev spaces.
Theorem 1. Fix s ą 0. Define
Σ “
 
u P HspRq : xu P L2, uˆp0q “ 0
(
.
1. Given u0 P Σ, there exists T ą 0 and a unique local solution of (1.1)
u P Cpr0, T s, HspRqq X L8pp0, T q,Σq
with up0q “ u0.
2. The gauge mapping G : ΣÑ Hs`1pRq
u ÞÑ Gu “ e´iB
´1
x
u{2 ´ 1
is well-defined and it is continuous.
3. Given solutions u, v P Cpr0, T s,Σq of (1.1), one has the local Lipschitz estimate
}Gpuq ´ Gpvq}L8pp0,T q,Hs`1q À C pT, }Gpup0qq}Hs`1 , }Gpvp0qq}Hs`1q }Gpup0qq ´ Gpvp0qq}Hs`1
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Moreover, for ǫ ă maxts, 3{4u,
}Gpuq ´ e´tHB
2
xGpup0qq}L8pp0,T q,Hs`ǫ`1q À CpT, }Gpuq}L8pp0,T q,Hs`1qq.
The use of a weighted space is necessary in order for the gauge mapping to lie in Hs`1pRq. This is a crucial
part of our analysis. To lift this restriction, one must find a way to treat the low-frequency terms, possibly as
in [16]. On the other hand, the necessity of weighted spaces to prove nonlinear smoothing is not surprising,
as it has been observed for the KdV equation in [18].
The remainder of this work is organized as follows: in Section 2, we recall the gauge transformation and
derive the gauged equation. In Section 3, we give a brief overview of the INFR method and point out the
required adaptations for the Benjamin-Ono equation. Finally, in Section 4, we prove the two essential estimates
that allow for the application of the INFR, thus concluding the proof of the main theorem.
2 The gauge transformation
Given v P Cpr0, T s,S 1pRqq, we define
v˜ptq :“ {etHB2xvptq.
Given an initial data u0 P Σ, [15, Proposition 7.2] ensures that any solution u P Cpr0, T s, H
spRqq satisfies
}Bξu˜ptq}L2 “ }px´ 2tHBxquptq}L2 À Cpt, }u0}L2 , }xu0}L2q.
Moreover, taking into account that
u˜tpt, ξq “ iξe
it|ξ|ξxu2pt, ξq,
the application of Riemann-Lebesgue lemma shows that u˜t P Cpr0, T sˆRq. Consequently, uˆpt, 0q “ u˜pt, 0q “ 0
for t P r0, T s. These properties allow us to define the antiderivative of u,
Fˆ pt, ξq “
uˆpt, ξq
iξ
, pt, ξq P r0, T s ˆ pRzt0uq.
By Hardy’s inequality, F P L8pr0, T s, Hs`1pRqq. From (1.1), we deduce
Ft `HFxx “
1
2
pFxq
2. (2.1)
Take φ “ 1r´1,1s and define the projections
zP˘f “ 1˘ξą0fˆ,
zPlof “ φfˆ, zPhif “ p1´ φqfˆ.
We write P˘lo “ P˘Plo and P˘hi “ P˘Phi and let χ¨ be the Fourier multiplier corresponding to P¨. These
projections are well-defined whenever fˆ P L1loc. We define the gauge transform
V “ e´iF {2 ´ 1, w “ BxV “ ue
´iF {2,
and thus
u “ weiF {2 “ p1` V¯ qBxV.
Observe that
}V ptq}Hs`1 ď
ÿ
ně1
}F ptq}n
Hs`1
2nn!
À }F ptq}Hs`1e
}F ptq}
Hs`1
{2.
Set
V˘ “ P˘hiV, Vlo “ PloV, w˘ “ P˘hiw,wlo “ Plow.
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It follows from (2.1) that
pV`qt `HpV`qxx “ pV`qt ´ ipV`qxx
“ P`hi
„
´
i
2
e´iF {2
ˆ
Ft ´ iFxx ´
1
2
pFxq
2
˙
“ P`hi
”
´e´iF {2 pP´Fxxq
ı
“ P`hi
”
´pe´iF {2 ´ 1q pP´Fxxq
ı
“ ´P`hi
`
V`P´Bxpp1` V¯ qBxV q
˘
“: Q`pV q ` C`pV q
where Q is quadratic and C is cubic. Analogously, the equation in the large negative frequency range is
pV´qt `HpV´qxx “ ´P´hi
`
V´P`Bxpp1` V¯ qBxV q
˘
“: Q´pV q ` C´pV q
In the low spectrum range, we have
pVloqt `HpVloqxx “ ´P`lo pV P´Bxuq ´ P´lo pV P`Bxuq
Due to the restriction on the frequencies, the two terms are equivalent to Plopwuq. Since w, u P L
8pp0, T q, L2q,xwu P L8pp0, T q ˆ Rq and pVloqt P L8pp0, T q, H8pRqq.
Lemma 1. For s ě 0, one has
}pV˜˘qt}L8pp0,T qˆRq À }V }
2
L8pp0,T q,H1q ` }V }
3
L8pp0,T q,H1q.
Proof. It suffices to prove that pC˘, pQ˘ P L8pp0, T qˆRq. For |ξ| ă 1, C ” Q ” 0. For |ξ| ą 1, let us write pQ`:
pQ`pV q “ ż
ξ1ąξą1
pξ ´ ξ1qVˆ pξ1qwˆpξ ´ ξ1qdξ1 “
ż
ξ1ąξą1
ξ ´ ξ1
ξ1
´
ξ1Vˆ pξ1q
¯
wˆpξ ´ ξ1qdξ1.
Due to the restriction in the frequency space, the multiplier pξ ´ ξ1q{ξ1 is bounded and
} pQ`pV q}L8pp0,T qˆRq À ż |ξ1Vˆ pξ1qwˆpξ ´ ξ1q|dξ1 À }V }2H1 .
The same argument applies for Q´ and C˘.
3 The infinite normal form reduction
In this section, we briefly explain the INFR method for general dispersive equations and how it can be used
to prove nonlinear smoothing and uniqueness. We then conclude by stating the necessary adaptations to the
Benjamin-Ono case. The discussion follows closely [6] and [26].
For the sake of simplicity, let us start with a nonlinear dispersive equation with a single polynomial
nonlinearity of order k,
ut ` iLpDqu “ Npuq.
Written in terms of the profile u˜ptq “ e´itLpDquptq,
u˜pt, ξq “ u˜p0, ξq `
ż t
0
ż
ξ1`¨¨¨`ξk“ξ
eisΦpΞqmpΞqu˜ps, ξ1q . . . u˜ps, ξkqdΞds
“: u˜0 `
ż t
0
N p1qpu˜psqqds (3.1)
We abuse the notation a bit, by forgetting possible complex conjugates of u˜.
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We introduce some operators which will be crucial for the subsequent analysis. Given σ P p0, 1q, define the
phase-weighted operator as
F rTσpu1, . . . , ukqs pξq “
ż
ξ1`¨¨¨`ξk“ξ
1
xΦpΞqy
σmpΞquˆ1pξ1q . . . uˆkpξkqdξ1 . . . dξk´1.
Moreover, for any α P R and M ą 0, define the frequency-restricted operator
FrTα,Mpu1, . . . , ukqspξq “
ż
ξ1`¨¨¨`ξk“ξ
|ΦpΞq´α|ăM
mpΞquˆ1pξ1q . . . uˆkpξkqdξ1 . . . dξk,
The main assumption is the existence of appropriate multilinear bounds for these operators.
Assumption 1. For ǫ ą 0 fixed, there exists σ P p0, 1q such that
}Tσpu1, . . . , ukq}Hs`ǫ À
kź
j“1
}uj}Hs . (Boundσ,ǫ)
Moreover, there exist γ, β satisfying
β ą 0, θ :“ 1´maxtγ ` β, σ ` γu ą 0.
such that, for any α P R and M ą 1,
}Tα,M pu1, . . . , ukq}Hs À suptxαy
γ
,MγuMβ
kź
j“1
}uk}Hs (Bound
α,M )
Remark 1. Observe that we only require a gain of regularity for the phase-weighted operator, which is centered
around Φ “ 0. For the frequency-restricted one, the phase is centered around α, which may create additional
difficulties in achieving a higher regularity. This separation is often useful (see [6]). However, it may happen
that even for the frequency-restricted operator, a gain is already possible:
}Tα,M pu1, . . . , ukq}Hs`ǫ À suptxαy
γ
,MγuMβ
kź
j“1
}uk}Hs (Bound
α,M
ǫ )
In this case, one has freely (Boundσ,ǫ) for σ ą γ ` β. Indeed, decomposing dyadically in Φ,
}Tσpu1, . . . , ukq}Hs`ǫ À
ÿ
M dyadic
1
Mσ
}T 0,Mpu1, . . . , ukq}Hs`ǫ
À
ÿ
M dyadic
Mγ`β´σ
kź
j“1
}uk}Hs À
kź
j“1
}uk}Hs .
If 2γ ` β ă 1, the conditions of Assumption 1 are directly verified.
For a fixed N ą 1 (which will be determined later), let us split the frequency domain into the near-resonant
and nonresonant regions, depending on whether |Φ| is smaller or greater than N . We use the subscripts 1 for
the near-resonant term and 2 for the nonresonant one:
u˜pt, ξq “ u˜p0, ξq `
ż t
0
N
p1q
1
pu˜psqq `N
p1q
2
pu˜psqqds.
Using (Boundσ,ǫ), ›››F´1 ´N p1q1 pu˜ptqq¯›››
Hs`ǫ
À Nσ}Tσpu˜, . . . , u˜qptq}Hs`ǫ À N
σ}uptq}kHs .
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For N
p1q
2
, one integrates by parts in time, using the relation
eisΦ “ Bs
ˆ
1
iΦ
eisΦ
˙
so that ż t
0
N
p1q
2
pu˜psqqds “
”
N
p2q
0
pu˜psqq
ıs“t
s“0
`
ż t
0
N p2qpu˜psqqds.
Due to the factor 1{Φ and the restriction on the frequency domain, the boundary terms are easily bounded:›››F´1 ´N p2q0 pu˜psqq¯›››
Hs`ǫ
À
1
N1´σ
}Tσpu˜, . . . , u˜qpsq}Hs`ǫ À N
´1`σ}u}Hs .
For the remainder N p2q, one uses (3.1) to replace u˜t and obtain a new oscillatory integral which is of order
2pk ´ 1q ` 1 in u˜.
So far, we have rewritten (3.1) as
u˜pt, ξq “ u˜p0, ξq ` controllable terms`
ż t
0
N p2qpu˜psqqds.
This concludes the first step in the INFR. One may now apply a recursive algorithm to expand the
remainder integral N p2q. Fix 0 ă δ ă θ{β and the sequence
cj “ pj ` 1q
2{θ, j P N.
At the J-th step,
Step 1. Split the frequency domain into
• Near-resonant: |Phase| ă cJ |Phase at step 1|
δ;
• Nonresonant: |Phase| ą cJ |Phase at step 1|
δ
;
and write ż t
0
N pJ`1qpu˜psqqds “
ż t
0
N
pJ`1q
1
pu˜psqq `N
pJ`1q
2
pu˜psqqds.
Step 2. Integrate by parts in time the nonresonant term:ż t
0
N
pJ`1q
2
pu˜psqqds “
”
N
pJ`2q
0
pu˜psqq
ıs“t
s“0
`
ż t
0
RpJ`2qpu˜psqqds.
Step 3. Use (3.1) to replace all instances of u˜t in R in order to obtain an oscillatory integral N pJ`2q of order
pk ´ 1qpJ ` 2q ´ 1 in u˜.
Step 4. Repeat the algorithm for N pJ`2qpu˜q.
After an infinite amount of steps, one formally obtains the normal form equation
u˜pt, ξq “ u˜p0, ξq `
ÿ
jě2
”
N
pjq
0
pu˜psqq
ıs“t
s“0
`
ż t
0
ÿ
jě1
N
pjq
1
pu˜psqqds. (NFE)
The basic multilinear estimates (Boundσ,ǫ) and (Bound
α,M ) can be propagated throughout the algorithmic
procedure.
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Lemma 2 (Hs bounds for the (NFE)). For any J ě 2,›››F´1rN pJq1 pu˜qs›››
Hs`ǫ
À N´θ´δθpJ´2q`δβ}u}
Jpk´1q`1
Hs ,›››F´1rN pJ`1q0 pu˜qs›››
Hs`ǫ
À N´θ´δθpJ´2q`δpβ´1q}u}
Jpk´1q`1
Hs ,›››F´1rN pJq1 pu˜q ´N pJq1 pv˜qs›››
Hs`ǫ
À N´θ´δθpJ´2q`δβ
´
}u}
Jpk´1q
Hs ` }v}
Jpk´1q
Hs
¯
}u´ v}Hs
and ›››F´1rN pJ`1q0 pu˜q ´N pJ`1q0 pv˜qs›››
Hs`ǫ
À N´θ´δθpJ´2q`δpβ´1q
´
}u}
Jpk´1q
Hs ` }v}
Jpk´1q
Hs
¯
}u´ v}Hs .
Remark 2. Since the estimates of Lemma 2 decay exponentially in J for N " M :“ }u}L8pp0,T q,Hsq, one
obtains a formal bound on (NFE),
}F´1ru˜ptq ´ u˜p0qs}Hs`ǫ À
ÿ
Jě2
›››F´1rN pJq0 pu˜ptqqs›››
Hs`ǫ
`
ÿ
Jě2
›››F´1rN pJq0 pu˜p0qqs›››
Hs`ǫ
`
ÿ
Jě1
ż t
0
›››F´1rN pJq1 pu˜psqqs›››
Hs`ǫ
ds
À
ÿ
Jě2
N´θ´δθpJ´2q`δβM pk´1qJ`1 ` TN1´σ
` T
ÿ
Jě2
N´θ´δθpJ´2q`δpβ´1qM pk´1qpJ`1q`1
À C
`
T, }u}L8pp0,T q,Hsq
˘
,
which is precisely the nonlinear smoothing property. This can be shown to be valid for smooth initial data
(such that u˜t P H
s). Therefore, if a nice well-posedness theory is available, one may argue by density and
obtain the nonlinear smoothing result without any further considerations (this was the approach taken in [6]).
However, for the Benjamin-Ono equation, due to the lack of a proper well-posedness result at low regularity,
this argument only proves that solutions which can be approximated by smooth ones satisfy the nonlinear
smoothing property.
To make use of the formal computations, we have to justify the INFR procedure, which uses three prop-
erties:
(P1) The product rule for the time derivative can be applied for a.e. ξ P R;
(P2) One can switch time derivatives and integrals in ξ;
(P3) The remainder tends to zero as J Ñ8 (in some weaker norm).
The first property can be ensured if, for a.e. ξ P R, u˜tp¨, ξq P L
8p0, T q. As a rule of thumb, this can be seen
if k ă 2d{pd ´ 2sq`: since uk P Cpp0, T q, L1pRdqq, by Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma, Fp|u|kq P Cpp0, T q ˆ Rdq.
Thus, for ξ fixed, Fp|u|kq P Cpp0, T qq. Since the difference between |u|k and Npuq are absolute values and
possibly spatial derivatives, this should be enough to see that FpNpuqqp¨, ξq P Cpp0, T qq.
The second property can be justified at the Hs level, for s ě 0, following [26, Remark 4.5]. To prove that
the remainder tends to 0, we make the following
Assumption 2. Take γ, β and σ as in Assumption 1. There exists µ P R such that
} x¨y
´µ
u˜t}L8 ă 8.
Moreover, one has the following weak phase-weighted and frequency-restricted estimates:
} x¨y
´µ
Tσpu1, . . . , ukq}L8 À min
j
#
} x¨y
´µ
uj}L8
ź
l‰j
}ul}Hs
+
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} x¨y
´µ
Tα,M pu1, . . . , ukq}L8 À p|α| `Mq
γMβ min
j
#
}uj}L8
ź
l‰j
}ul}Hs
+
.
Notice that, at each step of the INFR, the remainder term R is essentially the boundary term N0 with
one u˜ replaced by u˜t. Then, applying the weak phase-weighted and frequency-restricted estimates, we have
Lemma 3. For any J ě 2,
} x¨y
´µ
RpJ`2qpu˜q}L8 À N
´θ´δθpJ´2q`δpβ´1q}u}
Jpk´1q
Hs } x¨y
´µ
u˜t}L8 .
Theorem 2. Fix s ě 0.
1. Under Assumptions 1 and 2 (with ǫ “ 0), if (P1) holds, then equation (3.1) has a unique solution.
Moreover, the data-to-solution map is Lipschitz continuous in Hs.
2. Given ǫ ą 0, under Assumptions 1 and 2, if (P1) holds, then equation (3.1) satisfies the nonlinear
smoothing property of order ǫ.
Proof. We start with the uniqueness statement. Given two solutions u, v P Cpr0, T s, HspRdqq, the hypoth-
esis ensure that both solutions satisfy (NFE). Applying the Lipschitz estimates of Lemma 2, for N "
}u}L8pp0,T q,Hsq ` }v}L8pp0,T q,Hsq, one has
}u´ v}L8pp0,T q,Hsq À }u0 ´ v0}Hs
and the first claim follows. Given ǫ ą 0, by hypothesis, the formal bounds from Lemma 2 can be rigorously
justified. The nonlinear smoothing property now follows from Remark 4.
Remark 3. All of the above considerations remain valid for systems of several dispersive equations and several
nonlinear terms: one requires phase-weighted and frequency-restricted estimates for each term separately, for
a uniform choice of parameters γ, β and σ.
Remark 4. The equations for V˘ involve the low-frequency part Vlo. As time derivatives fall onto this factor,
we do not replace it by its evolution equation. Instead, we use the fact that it is bounded in Hs, which is
enough for the application of the iterated estimates. For these terms, no further reduction is necessary. A
similar strategy was taken in [6] for the derivative nonlinear Schrödinger equation.
4 Proof of the main results
In the context of the Benjamin-Ono equation, property (P1) follows directly from Lemma 1. Therefore, by
Theorem 2, our work is reduced to the proof of bounds (Boundα,M ) and (Boundσ,ǫ) (in both strong and weak
forms). Following Remark 1, we further reduce our problem by showing the stronger version (Boundα,Mǫ ) for
each nonlinear term.
Lemma 4 (Frequency-restricted estimate for the cubic nonlinearities). For s ą 0 and 0 ď ǫ ă mints, 3{4u,
set
γpǫq “ max
"
1
4
`
ǫ´ s
2
, ǫ´
1
2
, 0
*
.
One has ››Tα,M rC˘spV1, V2, V3q››Hs`ǫ`1 À p|α| `MqγpǫqM1{2}V1}Hs`1}V2}Hs`1}V3}Hs`1 (4.1)
››Tα,M rC˘spV1, V2, V3q››L8 À p|α| `Mqγp0qM1{2minj
#
}Vˆj}L8
ź
k‰j
}Vk}Hs`1
+
(4.2)
Proof. We begin with (4.1). By duality and Cauchy-Schwarz, the estimate is reduced to a bound on
Iα,Mǫ “
ż
ξąξ1ą1
xξy
2s`2ǫ`2
|ξ2 ` ξ3|
2
ξ2
1
xξ1y
2s
xξ2y
2s`2
xξ3y
2s
1|Φ´α|ăMdξ1dξ2
where
Φ “ |ξ|ξ ´ |ξ1|ξ1 ` |ξ2|ξ2 ´ |ξ3|ξ3.
Since xξy ď xξ1y xξ2y xξ3y, we may suppose that s is as close to ǫ as we desire.
Region A: |ξ1| ! |ξ2|, |ξ3|. Then |ξ2| „ |ξ3| " |ξ| and, writing ξ1 “ ξ ´ ξ2 ´ ξ3,
|Bξ2Φ| “ 2||ξ1| ` |ξ2|| „ |ξ2|.
Hence
Iα,Mǫ À
ż
|ξ2|
2`2ǫ
xξ2y xξ3y
4s`11|Φ´α|ăM
dΦ
|ξ2|
dξ3 ÀM.
Region B: |ξ2| À |ξ1| ! |ξ3| or |ξ3| À |ξ1| ! |ξ2|. This implies that |ξ| " |ξ1|, which is impossible.
Region C: |ξ1| Á |ξ2|, |ξ3|. Then, writing ξ2 “ ξ ´ ξ1 ´ ξ3,
|Bξ1Φ| Á |ξ1|.
Case I. |ξ2| Á |ξ3|. If |ξ2| Á |ξ|,
Iα,Mǫ À
ż
ξąξ1ą1
xξy2s`2ǫ`2 |ξ2|
2
ξ2
1
xξ1y
2s
xξ2y
2s`2
xξ3y
2s
1|Φ´α|ăM
dΦ
|ξ1|
dξ3 À
ż
ξąξ1ą1
1
xξ3y
2s`11|Φ´α|ăMdΦdξ3 ÀM
If |ξ2| ! |ξ|, since |Bξ1Ψ| Á |ξ1| „ |ξ|,
|Ψ| Á |ξpξ2 ` ξ3q|.
Hence, for a “ maxt2ǫ´ 1, 0u and since ǫ ă mint3{4, su,
Iα,Mǫ À
ż
|ξ|2ǫ|ξ2 ` ξ3|
2
xξ2y
2s`1 xξ3y
2s`11|Φ´α|ăM
dΦ
|ξ1|
dξ3
À
ż
|ξ|2ǫ´a|ξ2 ` ξ3|
2´a|Φ|a
xξ2y
2s`1
xξ3y
2s`1 1|Φ´α|ăM
dΦ
|ξ1|
dξ3
À p|α| `Mqa
ż
1
xξ3y
2s`11|Φ´α|ăMdΦdξ3 À p|α| `Mq
aM,
Case II. |ξ2| ! |ξ3|. Then ξ3 ă 0. If |ξ| À |ξ2|, we proceed as in Case I. Otherwise, since
Φ “ ξ2 ´ pξ ´ ξ2 ´ ξ3q
2 ˘ ξ2
2
` ξ2
3
„ ξξ3,
we have |ξξ3|
1{2 À p|α| `Mq1{2. Writing ξ3 “ ξ ´ ξ1 ´ ξ2,
|Bξ1Φ| „ ||ξ1| ´ |ξ3|| “ |ξ1 ` ξ3| „ |ξ|.
Therefore, since 2ǫ´ 1 ă 2´ 2s,
Iα,Mǫ À
ż
|ξ|2s`2ǫ`2|ξ3|
2
|ξ1|2`2s xξ3y
2s xξ2y
2s`21|Φ´α|ăMdξ1dξ2
À
ż
|ξ|2s`2ǫ`1|ξ3|
2
|ξ1|2`2s|ξ3|2s xξ2y
2s`21|Φ´α|ăMdΦdξ2
À
ż
|ξ|2ǫ´1|ξ3|
2´2s
xξ2y
2s`2 1|Φ´α|ăMdΦdξ2
À
ż
|ξξ3|
1{2`ǫ´s
xξ2y
2s`2 1|Φ´α|ăMdΦdξ2 À p|α| `Mq
1{2`ǫ´sM.
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For estimate (4.2), we bound directly
}Tα,M rC`spV1, V2, V3q}L8 À
ż
ξ1ąξą1
|ξ2 ` ξ3|
ξ1
1|Φ´α|ăM wˆ1pξ1qVˆ2pξ2qwˆ3pξ3qdξ1dξ2
À
˜ż
ξ1ąξą1
|ξ2 ` ξ3|
2 xξ1y
2
|ξ1|2 xξ2y
2s`2 xξ3y
2s
1|Φ´α|ăMdξ1dξ2
¸1{2
}V1}L8}V2}Hs`1}V3}Hs`1
As the integral is quite similar to Iα,M
0
, the proof for (4.1) easily extends to this case. The same argument
can be applied for C´ and for the other combinations of L
8 and Hs norms.
Lemma 5 (Frequency-restricted estimate for the quadratic nonlinearities). For s ě 0 and 0 ď ǫ ă mints, 3{4u,
set
γpǫq “ max
"
1
2
` ǫ´ s, 0
*
.
Then ››Tα,M rQ˘spV1, V2q››Hs`ǫ`1 À p|α| `MqγpǫqM1{2}V1}Hs`1}V2}Hs`1
››Tα,M rQ˘spV1, V2q››L8 À p|α| `Mqγp0qM1{2min!}Vˆ1}L8}V2}Hs`1 , }V1}Hs`1}Vˆ2}L8)
Proof. Here, we are led to study the integral
Jα,M “
ż
ξąξ1ą1
xξy
2s`2ǫ`2
ξ2
2
ξ2
1
xξ1y
2s xξ2y
2s
1|Ψ´α|ăMdξ2,
where Ψ “ ξ2´ ξ2
1
` ξ2
2
“ 2ξξ2. Once again, we assume that s is close to ǫ. Without loss of generality, suppose
that |ξ| ą |ξ2|. Since |Bξ2Ψ| „ |ξ|,
Jα,M À
ż
ξąξ1ą1
xξy
2s`2ǫ`1
ξ2
2
ξ2
1
xξ1y
2s xξ2y
2s
1|Ψ´α|ăMdΨ
À
ż
ξąξ1ą1
|ξ|2ǫ´1|ξ2|
2´2s
1|Ψ´α|ăMdΨ
À
ż
ξąξ1ą1
|Ψ|
1
2
`ǫ´s
1|Ψ´α|ăMdΨ À p|α| `Mq
1
2
`ǫ´sM,
where we use, in the penultimate estimate, the fact that 2ǫ ´ 1 ă 2 ´ 2s. The L8 bound follows as for the
cubic nonlinearity.
Proof of Theorem 1. The existence of solution and the definition of the gauge mapping are a consequence of
the considerations of Section 2. Applying the INFR procedure and the estimates from Lemmas 4 and 5, the
Lipschitz continuity, the nonlinear smoothing property and the uniqueness for the gauge transform V “ Gpuq
follows. Finally, the uniqueness for u follows from that of V .
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